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DID YOU KNOW THAT ....

The Gemara (Berachos 40a) states that if after reciting HaMotzi
over bread one said hru,k khcd (mix bran for the ox) before eating
the bread, he need not repeat the brocho because one is obligated
to feed one’s animal before eating oneself. The Shulchan Aruch
(j”ut 167:6) rules accordingly, and the Magen Avraham adds that
making such a statement is a vsugx lrum and therefore not a
Hefsek. He adds that the rule only applies to food, not drink,
bringing proof from the fact that Eliezer drank before his animals.
The Chasam Sofer questions this proof, stating that the rule only
applies to one’s own food. Thus, even if Rivka had offered food
to Eliezer, he should have been able to eat it before offering it to
the animals as it wasn’t his, and the same would apply to drink.
Others point out that even with regard to food, the Gemara only
requires that one instruct the household to prepare the bran, but
one need not wait for the ox to eat first. As such, it should not be
any stricter for drinking, where Rivka said she would give the
animals to drink, which would seem to be the equivalent of saying
hru,k khcd. As such, there is no proof from Rivka that animals
come second for drinking. However, Rivka did not say that she
would give the animals to drink until after Eliezer drank. Should
Eliezer have said to her “give the animals first” ? Probably not,
since the Posuk says: u,ueavk kf,u – she finished giving him to
drink, which implies that Eliezer opened his mouth and Rivka
poured in the water, meaning it was her water and not his, and
according to the Chasam Sofer, the rule of animal precedence
would not apply. Perhaps, if she had handed him the pitcher, he
might have been obligated to give the water to the animals first.

The Mishna (Kesubos 59b) lists several things that a wife must do
for her husband, such as cooking, baking, laundering and other
household tasks. The Gemara (ibid 58b) discusses the right of a
wife to state: vaug hbhtu ,buzhb hbht - I relinquish all claim of
support from my husband (which is a Rabbinic obligation) in
return for which I will keep any income from my work. If a
woman exercised such a right, would she also be relieved from
performing the tasks listed in the Mishna ? The Rishonim disagree
over this - the Rashba and RaN obligating her; Tosafos and the
Rosh relieving her. The Mishna (Kidushin 22b) states that a
gentile slave can be acquired through a Kinyan Chazakah, which
is performed when the slave does something for the master which
demonstrates the master’s ownership of him. Kinyan Chazakah is
also effective when acquiring real property, where the buyer
performs a proprietary act on the property to demonstrate
ownership. The Gemara (Kidushin 2a) establishes that betrothal
of a woman may be performed in one of 3 ways – with ;xf
(money), rya (document) or vthc (relations). Money is derived
from: iurpg vsan vjhe vjhe – a Gezerah Shaveh using the word
je to describe Avraham’s acquisition of Ephron’s field for
money, as well as to describe betrothal (vat aht jeh hf). Tosafos
asks: if we derive the use of money as a Kinyan for betrothal from
its use in Avraham’s real property transaction, perhaps we should
also derive the use of Chazakah as a valid Kinyan for betrothal, as
it also works to acquire real property. When a wife performs one
of the above tasks for her husband, perhaps it demonstrates his
“mastery”, which should effect betrothal. The Divrei Yatziv (zg”vt
57) suggests that when a Gezerah Shaveh is used, the subject
matter is rarely if at all stated. Here, vjhe vjhe alone would have
Does the Cherem HaKadmonim that forbids saying Lashon HoRa
about the dead also apply to dead wicked people, about whom one been sufficient. Why are the words iurpg vsan always used ? It is
to teach that we are not simply deriving acquisition methods from
might be permitted to speak negatively while they were alive ?
real property for betrothal, but that we must derive from the actual
transfer of Ephron to Avraham. And when a non-Jew transfers
(May one make a negative remark to defuse Machlokes ?)
to a Jew, Chazakah may not be used.
If a quarrel between 2 people is such that animosity exists
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:
between them, one may reduce the animosity by telling the one
who is not at fault for the quarrel that the other person’s silliness
is to blame. However, if it is not clear where fault for the quarrel
lies, one should say nothing.

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:

DIN'S CORNER:

One who recites HaMotzi over bread, and cuts the bread, should
give a piece of the bread to all who are sitting there, but should
not hand it to them, unless he hands it to a mourner. All others
must take it from him, or from the table. No one may eat the piece
of bread they received before the one who said the brocho eats
his, unless he wishes to allow his Rebbi or other Gedolim to do so.
He may also not eat his piece until most of those assembled finish
saying int to his brocho. (Rambam- Berachos 7:5)

P.S. Stay safe.
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